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CGA Integration Global Sound Consultants
Here at CGA Integration we understand sound. We
understand how a well designed, expertly installed,
quality sound system can work with a bespoke play list
to completely transform a venue.
At CGA we work globally with our clients to design the best
possible sound solutions for luxury and boutique venues.
CGA ensures that the audio design and specification will
help to deliver a venue’s brand, complement the room
design and create the perfect audio environment for
a venue’s guests, whatever the occasion; indulgence
and relaxation for special celebrations or luxury breaks
through to reliability and efficiency for conferences.
The importance of sound:
Walking across a gravel path, breaking a pane of glass, puffing up a feather pillow, sound is so
evocative and can conjure up such vivid imagery. Blended correctly with creative interior design,
superior customer service and exceptional cuisine it plays a critical part in delivering a memorable
dining experience, for all the right reasons.
There is so much we can do with sound. By investing in carefully placed speakers, a good quality
music source and good quality audio content, the whole guest experience can be greatly enhanced.
The CGA Integration Consultancy process explained:
When CGA Integration engage in sound consultancy our role
breaks down into three main areas:
1. Creation of the AV Brand Standard for your venue or estate
2. Application of the AV Brand Standard
3. Where there are existing venues or where more are planned:
a. Deploying the AV Brand Standard across the existing estate
b. Overseeing the roll out of the AV Brand Standard to new venues
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1. Creation of the AV Brand Standard for your venue or estate
One of the most important issues when dealing with AV is to understand the requirements of a
brand; what experience is the brand trying to deliver to its customers and how quality sound can
in turn help to engage the senses in achieving this experience. It is then essential that this is
delivered across the whole estate if there are multiple venues, such that wherever a customer is in
the world they know they are experiencing your unique brand.
CGA Integration would spend time with your team to understand the key values of your brand. We
would discuss with you the type of experience that you want your customers to have when staying
or dining at your venue.
Multiple Venues
If the project involves multiple venues, CGA Integration would visit a range of sites, some which you feel
are good examples of your brand and if applicable others which you feel are not reaching your expected
brand standard. These should also encompass the full range of formats within your current estate.
New Concepts & Brand Development
If you are developing a new concept or brand we can conduct a market review with you, visiting existing
sites which project values which you aspire to, to gain an understanding of what you are striving to achieve.
Global Estates
If an estate is global, CGA Integration would ensure that the AV brand standard is portable
worldwide, with a choice of equipment that is both easily available and price guaranteed from a
worldwide distribution base.
CGA Integration would present the findings of our research to
you and ensure that these are a good fit with your key values and
customer experience requirements. CGA Integration consider all
of the following in creating the AV Brand Standard, to ensure the
best possible audio visual experience for your guests:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Quality of sound, including intelligibility and frequency range
Location of equipment
Reliability and ease of support (especially in overseas markets)
Durability and length of life of equipment
Ease of use
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2. Application of the AV Brand Standard
CGA Integration would undertake the following to
ensure application of the agreed AV brand standard:
1. Write a full AV specification for the work to be
tendered on any new site or project based on the
agreed AV brand standard and tailor this to any
site specific needs.
2. Review the AV contractors tender responses to
ensure compliance to the AV brand standard and
recommend an AV contractor for appointment.
3. Site Inspections during installation
4. Check the completed site and sign off the AV
installation ensuring;
a. compliance to AV brand standard
b. quality workmanship & installation
c. presence of correct site documentation and
staff training.
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3a. Deploying the AV Brand Standard across
the existing estate
Once the AV brand standard has been agreed, if
your estate encompasses existing venues, CGA
Integration can review these sites and establish if
simple remedial works are required to ensure that
they all comply to the new AV brand standard or if
complete refits of AV hardware would be required.
Once this has been determined, it may prove
beneficial both financially and logistically to refit
any AV in line with any rolling refurbishment plan
you may have in place.

3b. Roll out of the AV Brand Standard to new venues
The AV brand standard devised by CGA Integration would
also be written into tender documents for new sites,
ensuring AV standards would be deployed across the estate
as it grows.
If required, CGA Integration can review the plans for new
venues to ensure that the AV brand standard can be easily
applied, identifying any site specific AV requirements.
CGA Integration can also spend time with the teams of
new venues to ensure that the AV brand standard is fully
understood and we can also provide a service to police
these as required.
CGA Integration… it’s in the experience
For more information on how CGA Integration can provide
AV consultancy for your venue or estate, please call us on
+44 (0)1344 456500 or email us at info@cga-integration.
co.uk to unleash the power of audio for your brand.
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